The Interlinear Greek English New Testament With Strongs
Concordance Numbers Above Each Word Second Edition
new testament - westcott-hort - greek / english interlinear new testament ... • middle line is the english
translation of the greek word above it. • bottom line is the moulton & geden greek concordance number
assigned to the greek word directly above it. these numbers are similar to strong’s numbering english –
hebrew – greek – transliteration – interlinear - 4 jump from this observation, however, to the conclusion
that the basic meaning of "to be" in the bible is "to become" seems to be unwarranted. of special import is the
use of the verb h¹yâ in covenant formulae: i will be your god and you will be literal translation
greek/english interlinear overall diagram - matthew chapters 5-7 . the principles of the kingdom . the
sermon on the mount . matthew chapters 8-9 . the ministry of the authority of christ . matthew 10 half title
the greek-english interlinear niv/nasb general ... - i have already addressed most of these issues when i
created my “reverse interlinear,” an interlinear that follows the english word order and alters the order of the
greek words (interlinear for the rest of us [grand rapids: zondervan, 2006]). for someone who has never
learned greek, this is the better volume to purchase, interlinear bibles - logos - interlinear bibles esv
english–greek reverse interlinear of the new testament esv english–hebrew reverse interlinear of the old
testament interlinear literal translation of the greek new testament (newberry) new! kjv cambridge paragraph
english–greek reverse interlinear new! kjv cambridge paragraph english–hebrew reverse interlinear ...
scripture4all interlinear: john 1 - john 1:1 en en g1722 prep in arch arche g746 n_ dat sg f original
beginning hn en g2258 vi impf vxx 3 sg was o ho g3588 t_ nom sg m the logos logos g3056 n_ nom sg m
saying the septuagint with apocrypha: english - but for adam there was not found a help like to himself.
and god brought a trance upon adam, and he slept, and he took one of his ribs, and filled up the flesh instead
thereof. bgb new testament - greekbible - 1. parts of speech match as closely as possible in translation
from greek to english. 2. tense, mood, and voice of verbs are maintained as closely as possible. 3. all tags from
the interlinear are maintained so that the word for word translation can be connected back to each element of
the original text. 4. blb new testament - literalbible - 1. parts of speech match as closely as possible in
translation from greek to english. 2. tense, mood, and voice of verbs are maintained as closely as possible. 3.
all tags from the interlinear are maintained so that the word for word translation can be connected back to
each element of the original text. 4. a new english translation of the septuagint. 01 genesis - edition of
the greek text the new english translation of the septuagint (nets) version of the book of genesis is based on
the standard critical edition prepared by john william wevers (septuaginta: vetus testamentum graecum auctoritate academiae scientiarum gottingensis editum 1: genesis [göttingen: vandenhoeck & ruprecht, 1974]). in
addition, i have incorporated changes to the critical text ... š¸ƒµ‚-‘¶a …¹‡´c-‘¶a µ‰‹¹´lµ† µµ”ºe†´‹ œ¾…¸
Ÿu š¶–·“ - and its color coded translated english text if compared differently, and greek new testament and its
color coded transliteration, interlining with the translated color coded words mostly in english) (with the help of
the new greek english interlinear new testament, the delitzsch hebrew gospels, the apostolic bible polyglot, a
brief history and testimony of jay p. green, sr. founder ... - a brief history and testimony of jay p. green,
sr. founder of sovereign grace publishers, inc. ... versions, and the deity of christ, and have revised the
interlinear greek-english new testament. to hurry on, please allow me to list the unique projects with which the
lord has blessed me: the first interlinear bible ever accomplished. ... scripture4all interlinear: matthew 1 abia abia g7 ni proper abia de de g1161 conj yet egennhsen egennesen g1080 vi aor act 3 sg generates
begets ton ton g3588 t_ acc sg m the asa asa g760 ni proper asa 1:8 asa asa peshitta
hebrewaramaic/english interlinear new covenant - peshitta hebrewaramaic/english interlinear new
covenant the preaching of mattai ytmd fwzwrk y 0 0xxc: chapter: 1 the son of dawed the son the meshikha* of
yeshua* of the genealogy the book t hrb dywdd hrb 0xy4m (w4yd htwdylyd 0btk.1.
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